2013 GLOS Awards

**Scholarship Award**
Alpha Xi Delta, Phi Tau and Sigma Phi Epsilon

**Most Improved Grade Point Average**
Alpha Pi Omega, Sigma Nu and The Tabard

**Service Award**
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alpha Xi Delta and Alpha Theta

**O’Connor Award**
Delta Delta Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon
The O’Connor award is presented annually to one Greek letter organization that has been the most outstanding in the areas of scholarship, leadership, service, being inclusive, brotherhood/sisterhood, and accountability. The award is named after the late Proctor John O’Connor who served Dartmouth College for eleven years.

**Leadership Program Awards**
Chapter Self-Assessment – Alpha Kappa Alpha
Power of Purpose: New Member Education Program - Delta Delta Delta
New Officer Transition Retreat - Sigma Phi Epsilon

**Dartmouth College GLOS Service Program Awards**
“Heart to Heart” Women’s Cardiac Care - Alpha Phi

**Dartmouth College GLOS Brotherhood/Sisterhood Program Awards**
Women of Theta - Epsilon Kappa Theta
“TRAIL” Into Brotherhood - Gamma Delta Chi
Better Brother Initiative - Chi Heorot
Man School - Bones Gate

**Dartmouth College GLOS Accountability Program Awards**
Social Risk Management Procedures - Alpha Phi
Sexual Assault Event - District Attorney for Grafton County - Alpha Xi Delta
Financial Assistance (Scholarship) Contract - Alpha Xi Delta
Anti-Violence Agreement - Sigma Phi Epsilon

**Dartmouth College GLOS Inclusion Program Awards**
Town-Hall Style Immigration Forum - Lambda Upsilon Lambda
Impact of Native Students and Greek Organizations - Alpha Pi Omega

**Dartmouth College GLOS Academic Program Awards**
Undergraduate Research Seminar - Alpha Delta
Academic Program - Alpha Pi Omega
Scholarship Chair Transition Document - Epsilon Kappa Theta
Chapter Advisor Award
Kaitlyn Sheehan, Alpha Xi Delta

Helping Hands Award
Aurora Matzkin, Presidents Office

Greek Woman of the Year Hannah Decker - Kappa Delta Epsilon
Greek Man of the Year Duncan Hall – Psi Upsilon

Outstanding President Award Alexandra Campbell – Alpha Phi and
Christian Sherrill – Psi Upsilon

GLOS Leadership All-star Award Julia Danford - Kappa Delta Epsilon and
Emily Fletcher – Alpha Xi Delta

GLOS Scholarship All-star Award Megan Bunnell – Alpha Xi Delta and
Joshua Kornberg - Sigma Phi Epsilon

GLOS Service All-star Award Rachel Abendroth - Sigma Delta,
Allison Armstrong – Alpha Xi Delta and Virginia Miller- Kappa Delta Epsilon

GLOS Athletic All-star Award Sarah Leonard – Delta Delta Delta and
Cole Sulser- Chi Heorot

GLOS Arts All-star Award Margaret Flanagan - Phi Tau and Anne Munger - Alpha Phi

House Manager Award
Brittany Mills - Kappa Delta Epsilon and Anthony Mullen – Zeta Psi

Kaiser Awards
Pavel Bacovsky- Phi Tau
Timothy Brown– Psi Upsilon
Holly Ceplikas – Delta Delta Delta
Kristen Clifford – Delta Delta Delta
Phillip Gordon- Chi Heorot
Matthew Lu- Beta Alpha Omega
Olivia Scott- Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sarah Wildes - Kappa Kappa Gamma

The Robert & Evelyn Kaiser Award”, known in short as the Kaiser Award. Robert Kaiser ’39 and his wife Evelyn worked hard for the college and for Psi Upsilon fraternity for 47 years. Bob and Evelyn sadly passed away in 2012. The Kaiser Awards are given to the students who have most exemplified the ideals and principles of Dartmouth College.